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ON THE BENDERS 

by Bruce Johnson 

_________________________________________________________ 
 
[Bruce Johnson reviews the album Distance, released on Hot Records (HTLO 1015) 
in 1986. This review appeared in the Summer/Autumn 1986 edition of Jazz 
Magazine.] 
 

 

The Benders at the Palace Hotel, Darlinghurst, in 1985. L-R, Jason Morphett 

(reeds), Lloyd Swanton (bass), Chris Abrahams (piano), Andrew Gander (drums). 

ou know it’s The Benders from the opening juggernaut of The Brunt. It’s the 

band’s third LP, the second with Jason Morphett on reeds. The group is well 

enough established and widely enough admired for one simply to be able to 

say “another Benders’ record” for most jazz followers in Australia to have a fairly 

clear idea of what to expect. Original compositions with shape and development, 

delivered with regard to dynamic variation; instrumental command which in some 

cases amounts to legislative; fundamentally acoustic and foursquare in the jazz 

category as it is currently fed by various experiments into other fields as well as by its 

own rich tradition. An extended discussion of particular tracks would be gratuitous. 

The record is there to be heard, the band’s musical thinking is known. Listen to the 

music. 
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It raises several questions that resonate beyond the immediate and inherent qualities 

of the material. First, does it represent any significant departure from earlier work? 

And the answer is that, to my ears, the progression is evolutionary rather than 

revolutionary. The band is turning over the same rich and fertile soil, but, in the 

passing of time, with inevitable increase in depth. I detect increased cogency over the 

previous album, which is to be expected from a working group with stable personnel. 

The longer Morphett works with the band, the more equally is the creative burden 

distributed as his compatibility and his musicianship increases, and by now it is an 

exercise in pedantry to try to pick out any one musician as a standout. The 

compositions have the same combination of elegance and mass, with each member 

having a hand in at least one, and Abrahams making the major contribution. The 

range is broad.  

 

Pianist Chris Abrahams:  making the major contribution… PHOTO CREDIT CHRIS 

YOUNG 

The Brunt has the ferocious drive which is The Benders’ trademark when all stops 

are pulled Out. The band’s occasional fondness for slightly demented heads emerges 

on Propaganda, a curiously apt title with its overtones of mind-bending. Algebra 

restores a sense of comfortable sanity with a sunny afternoon Latin insouciance. If I 

were to pick a favourite it would be Morphett’s Spirit of Progress. This 

song/performance equally impressed when they presented it (along with other 

material recorded here) at a Jazz Action Society Concert last year. It exhibits 

tremendous tensions, like a huge building warped by its own internal forces, 

deliberately designed to experience internal stress. The fact that the band is acoustic 

is very important in generating this power, which is not the same as mere electronic 

loudness. The human presence is very tangible, and with it, the pressures and vectors 

produced by minds and bodies, not machines. 

The album presentation has the same compelling economy of line as earlier Benders’ 

LPs, and the sleeve art by Jon Watkins, photography by Tim Williams should put 

these two names on the list for any producer wanting to reconcile low budget with 
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dignity and wit — I like the little touch on the spine, echoing the arrangement of the 

titles on the front of the sleeve. 

The album raises larger questions about the continuum of jazz in Australia since the 

late ‘70s. From the advent of the Beatles to about 1975, jazz experienced a slump 

throughout Australia, as compared with the boom in the preceding period. The end 

of that slump was marked by a rather sudden spread of the ‘institutionalisation’ of 

the music: the creation of organised foci where the music was fostered. The Jazz 

Action movement, the blooming of jazz education courses, the establishment of 

school and other youth orchestras, the increase in funding from state and federal 

government for jazz projects, the establishment of a few key jazz venues, and the 

advent of community radio, all created a climate in which younger musicians were 

able to develop jazz approaches with a facility and speed which bewildered an older 

generation that had been laboriously self-taught on an ad hoc basis. The Benders 

represent one of the main achievements of that process of jazz enfranchisement.  

 

The Young Northside Big Band, conducted here by John Speight, was perhaps a 

more important apprenticeship than the NSW Conservatorium… 

Unlike many other young musicians who came through that process, the Benders 

have continued to carry the jazz flag in actual performance. They haven’t taken their 

skills off into lucrative session work or teaching; they are putting jazz back into the 

culture which nurtured them. So which, among the various instrumentalities set up 

ostensibly to promote jazz, is to be thanked for this fruitful outcome? The members 

of the band were to differing extents associated with the Jazz Studies courses at the 

NSW Conservatorium, but the nature and effect of that association was often, if I 

understand correctly, ambiguous to say the least. I speak as a witness and not a 

participant now, but John Speight’s Young Northside Big Band was perhaps a more 

important apprenticeship, and the Paradise Jazz Cellar a significant ‘workshop’. This 

speculative line is important if we are trying to see where jazz education energies are 
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most effectively directed. If I seem to be missing a point in the above suggestions, I 

welcome any constructive contribution to this debate, and it seems time for some 

kind of comprehensive review of the cost effectiveness of various subsidised jazz 

enterprises. 

 

The Benders in performance, L-R, Andrew Gander (drums), Jason Morphett (tenor 

saxophone), Lloyd Swanton (bass), Chris Abrahams (piano). PHOTO CREDIT PETER 

SINCLAIR COURTESY JAZZ MAGAZINE 

All this, as I suggested, arises from a consideration of The Benders. With three 

outstanding albums under their belt, tours within and beyond Australia, and 

consistent local performance, it is both gratifying and necessary to conclude that the 

apparatus set up over the last decade to encourage jazz has brought forth a major 

artistic phenomenon and in the years to come, the historically minded will be asking 

where The Benders came from. This is an important band. Its youth and vitality 

means that, like it or not, its members bear some responsibility for the continued 

existence in Australia of jazz which is simultaneously innovative yet impregnated 

with its traditions. The Benders are not experimental, not toppling over either the 

leading edge of contemporary music into the indecipherable future, or on the flanks 

of jazz making forays into neighbouring forms. We need experimentalists of course 

because they give us charts for the future, including shoals to be avoided. But the 

messages they send back from their distant enterprises are often cryptic and meagre. 

We need popularisers who have settled for a public reputation based on flash and 

high budget productions, because they help to establish a base camp for jazz in our 

culture. But they are repeating rather than renewing the music. The Benders are 

somewhere important between those two extremes. They embody the received jazz 

tradition fed by all its tributaries. But they are also innovative, by virtue of their 

creative intelligence and awesome instrumental command. They are neither the 

forward scouts patrolling in eccentric solitude on the other side of the next hill, nor 

have they stayed safely at home. They are the caravan to which all that is valuable has 

been entrusted. 


